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Predictability, Stability, Causality
with a case study to find genetic drivers of a heart disease
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                   AI is part of modern life
Virtual assistants 

(Siri, Alexa, Cortana)
Wearable health devices

(FitBit, Apple watch)
Recommendation systems

(YouTube, Facebook)

Online news

Self-driving cars

Election campaigns

Precision medicine

Chemistry

Biology

Neuroscience

Materials Science

Cosmology

Law

Political ScienceEconomics … and beyond

Sociology

Online gaming
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Frontiers: biomedical data problems

Website of S. Saria at JHUhttps://deepmind.com/blog/alphafold/

medium.com
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Multi-scale deep learning and single-cell models 
of cardiovascular health

PIs: Euan Ashley, Rima Arnaout, Ben Brown, Atul Butte, James Priest, Bin Yu
           Collaborators: Chris Re, Deepak Srivastava
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HCM is a genetic heart disease, characterized by thicker walls of 
the heart chamber (left ventricle).

Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy (HCM)
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Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy (HCM)

The thicker heart wall forces the heart to work 
harder than necessary to pump blood out to 
the rest of the body.

This wear-and-tear can lead to a poorer quality 
of life, long-term heart complications, and a 
higher risk of stroke and heart failure.

~1 in 500 people have HCM - a very common 
heart disease!
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Data science (DS) is a pillar of AI

Machine 
learning

Goal:

Leverage algorithms 
to combine data 
with domain knowledge 
to make decisions 
and generate 
new knowledge

Conway’s Venn Diagram
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• “Best practices” to maximize the promise (precaution)

•  Damage control to reduce the danger (intervention)

Trustworthy AI/DS:
two complementary approaches
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 Data Science Life Cycle (DSLC): A holistic view

8/30/21 Image credits: R. Barter and toronto4kids.com 9



Stability and reality check in data science

Scientific conclusions should be stable to human 
judgment calls throughout the integrated data 
science life cycle (DSLC) and should capture reality.

Quality control in DSLC needs stability and reality 
check
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Veridical Data Science for quality control 

Extracts reliable and reproducible information from data, 
with an enriched technical language to communicate 

and evaluate empirical evidence in context 
of  human decisions and domain 

knowledge

Realizes the promises and mitigates the dangers of AI/DS.
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HCM problem

Goal: causal genetic drivers for HCM

Our approach:

1. Veridical data science with UK Biobank data

2. Domain knowledge (discussions with Ashley Lab using “negative 
controls”, annotated databases)

1+2 to recommend possible genetic drivers

3. Knock-down experiments
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Rest of the talk

PCS  framework and documentation for veridical data science
       reliable and reproducible results

PCS method development
       iterative random forests (iRF)

PCS + domain knowledge + experimental data for causal inference
        finding genetic drivers of HCM

PCS-based softwares
Veridical (v-) Flow and simChef 
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Predictability, Computability, Stability
(PCS) framework and documentation

for veridical data science
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PCS framework for VDS

Three principles of data science:

      (P)redictability [ML, Stats] (reality check)

      (C)omputability [ML] (no brainer)

      (S)tability [Stats, control theory…]  
      (min. requirement for interpretation, causality)

PCS unifies, streamlines, and expands
ideas and best practices in both 
ML and Stats

Yu and Kumbier (PNAS, 2020)

Image credit: R. Barter
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     PCS documentation [on GitHub (JupyterNotebook)]
       bridges reality and models

        Image credits: Rebecca Barter

Reality

   quantitative and
qualitative narratives

Mental 
Construct
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PCS connects science with engineering
•  Predictability and stability embed the scientific principles of 

prediction and replication

•  Computability is a practical necessity and includes data-inspired 
simulations

Image credits: nstat.org, hub.jhu.edu, vox.com,  Andras Libal17



What is PCS to a doctor? 

“The PCS framework builds a working relationship between data and 
the clinical world.” 

“PCS is a ‘look under the hood’ to ensure that the conclusions found 
are what the data genuinely suggest. In all, PCS is a holistic approach to 
helping the clinician understand, interpret, and build the science we 
need to help our patients.”

                                                Dr. Aaron Kornblith, ER, UCSF

                                        medical collaborator on PCS stress-testing of PECARN CDR
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The stability principle

Reproducibility is imperative for any scientific discovery. More often than
 not, modern scientific findings rely on statistical analysis of 

high-dimensional data. At a minimum, reproducibility 
manifests itself in stability of statistical results 

relative to reasonable perturbations to 
data and to the model used.

- Yu (2013) [“Stability”]
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Stability is an ancient principle – 
now common sense

“For true opinions, as long as they remain, are a fine thing and all 
they do is good, but they are not willing to remain long, and they 
escape from a man’s mind, so that they are not worth much until 
one ties them down . . . That is why knowledge is prized higher than 
correct opinion, and knowledge differs from correct opinion in 
being tied down.”

 --  Plato, in the Menlo

20Image credit: Getty images



Stability is key to statistical and ML theory

Central limit theorem

Concentration inequalities

Random matrix results

Uniform stability for generalization

…
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Stability is a conceptual principle in PCS

Its practical articulation requires

• defining a reasonable perturbation in DSLC

• defining a reasonable stability metric in DSLC

• documentation of the arguments for reasonableness

Most of the time reasonableness is argued with understanding of 
the data generation process (incl. domain knowledge), and future 
applications of the data results.
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Stability considerations are ubiquitous in 
causal inference

• SUTVA is a stability condition

• Invariance is a stability condition

• Randomization creates stability (balancing of covariates)

• Propensity score assumes conditional stability 

• Sensitivity analysis
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           Causality evidence spectrum

Average effect
Group level 

Mechanistic
Individual level

Stable, replicable Effect depends on the group

PCS works towards causality: 

                       Predictability + stability (+ computability)

                    
                      interpretable hypothesis generation
                         recommendations for experiment

…
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Stability implicit in causal
inference: e.g. SUTVA



     Stability consideration is paramount in DSLC     

Data Science Life Cycle

Image credits: R. Barter and toronto4kids.com

Given reality check, stability analysis 
“shakes” every part of DSLC:

● assesses the impact of a 
reasonable perturbation 
(problem formulation, data 
cleaning schemes, EDA choices, 
data argumentation choices, 
algorithm choices…)

● impact gauged by the effect on a 
stability metric

● both perturbation & metric 
defined by the user

“Stability analysis” defined broadly 
and flexibly
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Data preprocessing (shoe-leather work)

causes data perturbations

RR paper was covered widely in popular media, often as “high debt/GDP 
ratio is bad for growth,” to support austerity policies in UK and Europe.

Herdon, Ash and Pollin (2014) found that RR had exclusive data selection 
(cleaning), coding errors, and unconventional weighting. 

When corrected,  RR’s conclusion fails to hold.
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HCM cell size study after knockout experiments by Ashley Lab at Stanford

High resolution Low resolution

Data choice
causes data perturbations
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different people create data splits 
in different ways

(random split, group split, time split, …)

Data partitioning
causes data perturbations
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Data perturbations to assess P
Data splitting (stratified by treatment & outcome)

Training fold  
1

Training fold 
2

Training fold 
3

Validation 
fold Test set

Training folds  (cross-validation)

12 settings (or perturbations):
permute val. fold 4 times * re-split 3 times

Surrogates for 
future data

Works well if data units are symmetric

Dwivedi et al (2020) Stable discovery of interpretable subgroups via calibration in causal studies. 
 International Statistical Review
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different people prefer different
methods/algorithms

Choice of method/algorithm
causes model perturbations:
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Global mean temp. change:  9 model choices 

Researcher to researcher (or team to team) perturbation

9 climate models

Global 
mean-temp 
change
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For each step of DSLC, there are multiple choices, possibly favored with 
different weights based on prior/expert knowledge

  Assess stability of conclusions to different perturbations at each step. 

To accommodate limited human/computing resources, can randomly 
choose actions at each step for a total of N perturbation “paths.”

Record all human reasoning and judgment calls using PCS documentation.

Perturbation paths in PCS?
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PCS and HCM:  data choices

UK Biobank database:  covariate SNPs

Use HCM labels in the database – no signal found (too many false 
negatives) – a couple of months

New phenotype response Left Ventricular Mass (LVM)  
extracted by Weston from Ashley’s lab from MRI images – 
continuous variable
 
No benchmark for noise level – so can’t tell whether we are 
capturing any reality

Stability question: why not other phenotypes from MRI images?

Domain expertise dictated and we could go back to get more 
phenotypes.
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PCS and HCM:  formulation choices

UK Biobank database:  covariate SNPs

Breakthrough via binarization - forced better  signal

Binarized LVM with the top and bottom 20% into a balanced binary 
classification problem

50% is a good benchmark on prediction error

Stability analysis done for top and bottom 15% and 25%
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n ~ 30K white British unrelated population with MRI data
p ~ 15 million imputed SNPs!!

Dimensionality reduction is necessary for our recommendations

UK Biobank Data
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Culmination of 3+ years of work

Co-authors

S. Basu B. BrownK. Kumbier

PCS framework inspired a new non-linear model 
selection method: iRF
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   Pattern Recognition vs. Pattern Discovery
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Order-4 interaction regulates eve stripe 2

Goto et al. (1989), Harding et al. (1989), Small et al. (1992), 
Isley et al. (2013), Levine et al. (2013)
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● Interactions are high-order 
and combinatorial in nature

● Interactions can vary across 
space and time as 
biomolecules carry out 
different roles in varied 
contexts

● Interactions exhibit 
thresholding behavior, 
requiring sufficient levels of 
constitutive elements before 
activating

Capturing the form of genomic interactions

(Hartenstein, 1993)

(Wolpert, 1969;
Jaeger and Reinitz, 2006)

(Spitz and Furlong, 2006)
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From genomic to statistical interactions

 Transcription is initiated when a collection of  activating TFs 
 achieve sufficient DNA occupancy

Order-    interaction,
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Random Forests  (RF) (Breiman, 2001)

Draw T bootstrap samples and fit a 
modified CART to each sample.

1. Grow CART trees to purity.

2. When selecting splitting 
feature, choose a subset of 
mtry features uniformly at 
random and optimize CART 
criterion over subsampled 
features. 
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                iterative Random Forests (iRF) 
                   Basu, Kumbier, Brown and Yu (2018)

       Core idea: add stability to RF

1.  Soft dim reduction using importance index

2. Random interaction trees (RIT) to find intersections 
of paths

3. Outer-loop bagging assesses stability

Similar computational and memory costs as RF
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iRF keeps predictive accuracy, and
finds stable interactions 

for a Drosophila enhancer prediction problem

80% of pairwise interactions are validated
by past biological experiments in the literature 
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Known target of bound 
TFs (Kr)

siRF-estimated TF 
binding at specific 
genomic locations

siRF-estimated TF binding will be made 
available as UCSC genome browser track
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Theoretical version of iRF is consistent for               
interaction discovery under new LSS model

●  New LSS model: linear combination of Boolean interactions

●  Theoretical tractable version of iRF:  LSSFind based on Depth-Weighted  
Prevalence (DWP) computed from an RF tree ensemble

●  Interaction discovery consistency of  LSSFind under regularity 
conditions

●  Simulation studies
M. Behr          Y. Wang        X. Li

45Accepted by PNAS



Recall our approach to HCM

1. Veridical data science (PCS) with UK Biobank data

2. Domain knowledge (discussions with Ashley Lab using “negative 
controls”, annotated databases)

1+2 to recommend possible genetic drivers

3. Knock-down experiments
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Step 1: HCM gene/interaction recommendation 
pipeline
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1 2 3

Rank gene (interactions)Fit iRF on binarized iLVMDimension reductionDimension reduction

● Run GWAS using BOLT-LMM 
and ordinary linear 
regression

● Select union of top 1000 
SNPs from each GWAS run

Fit iRF on binarized iLVM

● Binarize iLVM phenotype 
into high and low groups to 
“denoise” (using multiple 
thresholds: 15%, 20%, 25%)

● Fit iRF on SNP data to 
extract candidate gene 
interactions

Rank gene (interactions)

● Using a new stability-based 
importance score to 
aggregate SNP-level 
importances from iRF into a 
gene-level score



Top LVM gene and interaction recommendations
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Our iRF pipeline identifies
● genes (TTN, IGF1R) that are 

well-known to impact LVM,
● promising candidate genes 

(CCDC141, RSPO3, LSP1) that 
are known to be associated 
with the heart, and

● interesting interactions 
(CCDC141:IGF1R, 
CCDC141:TTN, 
CCDC141:TNKS) that are 
being further investigated in 
experiments by Ashley lab* p-values averaged across multiple runs using different binarization 

thresholds (15%, 20%, 25%)

T. Tang A. Agarwal X. Li



Step 2.1 Support to our findings by experts

“Domain expert opinion solicitation with negative controls”

Three lists presented to cardiologists

1.  Top ranked findings

2.  Mid-range ranked findings

3.  Random findings

Collaboators (Chad and Euan)  passed our test… :)
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Step 2.2: Biological evaluations using annotated 
databases on top genes
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* Annotated databases searched: Uniprot, gnomAD, Stanford Global 
Biobank Engine, GTEx, Tabula Muris

Top Genes Description / Supporting Evidence

TTN A well-known heart muscle gene that plays a key role in the 
sarcomere (a basic unit of muscle contraction)

IGF1R A well-known gene that has been previously implicated in 
cardiac hypertrophy  (i.e increased heart cell size)

CCDC141 A mostly unknown gene that neighbors TTN and is highly 
expressed in the heart

RSPO3 Wnt signaling gene, known to be associated with BMI and 
body height

LSP1 Known to associated with blood pressure and hypertension

TNKS Wnt signaling gene, known to associated with hypertension, 
vascular and heart problems

T. Tang C. Weldy



Can we do the superheat plot as in the previous 
slide for HCM?
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Step 3:  Knock-down experiments
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Qianru Wang Nate Youlton

siRNA transfection



New Microfluidic Cell Sorter Design & Data
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Real data from the microfluidic experiments
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Bottom Outlet Top Outlet

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1y04Q0Drtn1V5WK8YMVpJNRgnUUhBVUi-/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1CMbmxflAvICe5RKH5mtNJlgw0gKaj-Hy/preview


Image Processing Pipeline
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Stress-testing image processing 
pipeline with manual annotations
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Manual masking (in black)Original image Algorithmic masking

We manually annotated 20 random images from the top outlet and 10 
random images from the bottom outlet – new experiments were run 
based on our investigations.

O. Ronen A. Kenney



Stress-testing revealed many challenges 
with the experimental data
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Repeated measurements Clumps and fragments

Undetected cells in the Bottom outlet

O. Ronen A. Kenney

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1ntpAIWp-wijbU_JH8gPuJHMUbJy9OOos/preview


Cell size comparisons revealed a consistent impact 
when knocking down genes in an HCM cell line  – 
trimmed mean is too simplistic

Zoomed in on 0 - 0.50 quantile range 58

(micron)(micron)



Knock-down exp. result analysis pipeline

Step 1: Extract cell size measurements from images

Step 2: Remove possible clumps and fragments based on metrics 
developed using expert domain knowledge (solidity, circularity, and 
roundness)

Step 3: Remove cells that are repeatedly measured across many frames

Step 4: Test for a difference in cell sizes from knockdowns versus cell sizes 
from controls (scramble), e.g.  using bootstrap-t test for trimmed means

We are now writing a paper on  

PCS-driven ranked list
domain knowledge
experimental results
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Design Principles:

Transparent (P)
Realistic (P)

Intuitive (C)
Modular (C)
Efficient (C)

Reproducible (S)

Veridical Flow
PCS-style data analysis made easy!

simChef
PCS-style simulations made easy!

C in PCS: Yu Group Softwares
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Make prediction screening and stability analysis simple, 
reproducible, and computationally efficient

Create intuitive capabilities to inspect, manipulate, and 
visualize the ML pipeline

Veridical Flow (on-going):
a PCS wrapper for ML in Python
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J. Duncan C. SinghA. Agarwal R. Kapoor

github.com/Yu-Group/veridical-flow

https://github.com/Yu-Group/veridical-flow


Agnostic to underlying ML framework

Closely integrated with capabilities of Ray & MLflow

• Distributed computation

• Tracking results across perturbations

• Visualization of performance metrics

• Packaging trained models for reproducibility 

and real-world deployment

 

Veridical Flow: a PCS wrapper for ML in Python

62github.com/Yu-Group/veridical-flow

https://github.com/Yu-Group/veridical-flow


Problem: Currently, stability analysis is messy and tedious

Veridical Flow: a PCS wrapper for ML in Python

63github.com/Yu-Group/veridical-flow

Data
perturbations

Modeling Evaluation

No direct links 
between 

non-adjacent steps 
of the pipeline

https://github.com/Yu-Group/veridical-flow


Solution: Make it easy to connect non-adjacent steps of the 
pipeline.

Veridical Flow: a PCS wrapper for ML in Python
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Data
perturbations

Model
perturbations

Evaluation

Prediction 
screening

github.com/Yu-Group/veridical-flow

https://github.com/Yu-Group/veridical-flow


simChef (on-going): 
an R package for PrinCipled Simulations

• Provide powerful tools for evaluating methods efficiently 
across a variety of scenarios (perturbations)

• Encourage adherence to principles of strong, reliable, 
trustworthy data science
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M. BehrT. TangJ. Duncan C. F. Elliott K. Kumbier

github.com/Yu-Group/simChef

https://github.com/Yu-Group/simChef


Existing R packages on CRAN for general simulations:

simChef: an R package for PrinCipled Simulations

66

• simhelpers
• simTool

• batchtools 
• parSim
• SimDesign 

simChef lowers the barriers between simulation design, computation, evaluation, 
visualization, and documentation. It offers

• An intuitive grammar of simulation experiments makes it easy to create effective 
perturbation analyses using arbitrary data (e.g. time series). 

• Off-the-shelf perturbations for speedy development of realistic data generating 
processes (On Roadmap)

• Powerful parallelization backends and customizable strategies allows for greater 
computational efficiency and flexibility.

• Utilities for working with big data that can’t fit in memory (On Roadmap)



simChef Interactive PCS Documentation
• Automated generation of transparent and reproducible documentation in R 

Markdown for rapid and veridical communication of scientific results.

67github.com/Yu-Group/simChef

https://github.com/Yu-Group/simChef


Veridical data science (trustworthy AI) through PCS

● PCS framework (workflow and documentation on GitHub)

● PCS - driven iterative random forests (iRF) as non-linear model 
selection

● iRF+ generates testable results or recommendations for external 
validation (e.g., experiments and follow-up studies) of HCM

● Gene and gene-gene interactions found through knock-out 
experimental for HCM

Summary
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Book using PCS for DSLC by Yu and Barter with MIT Press
free online interactive copy (plan: 2022 fall); book (2023)
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        Thank you!    

1. B. Yu and K. Kumbier (2020), “Veridical data science”, PNAS. --- PCS framework

2.  S. Basu, K. Kumbier, B. Brown and B. Yu (2018). “Iterative random forests to 
discover predictive and stable high-order interactions”, PNAS

3.      K. Kumbier, S. Basu, J. Brown, S. Celniker, B. Yu (2018) Refining interaction search 
through signed iterative Random Forests (signed iRF or siRF)
https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.07287

4.     M. Behr, Y. Wang, X. Li and B. Yu (2022). “ Provable Boolean Interaction Recovery 
from Tree Ensemble obtained via Random Forests. PNAS (to appear) 
https://arxiv.org/abs/2102.11800

PCS or iRF related papers
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.07287
https://arxiv.org/abs/2102.11800
https://arxiv.org/abs/2102.11800
https://arxiv.org/abs/2102.11800


Software from the Yu Group 
stat.berkeley.edu/~yugroup/code.html 

• iRF, siRF
• epiTree
• Superheat
• Veridical (v-) Flow (JOSS code-reviewed)
• simChef: PCS Simulation package in R (on-going)

Also, newly accepted by the Journal of Open Source Software (with 
34k+ downloads, and 711+ github stars):
imodels (Python) for concise, transparent, and accurate predictive 
modeling: provides a simple interface for fitting & using 
state-of-the-art interpretable models compatible with scikit-learn.
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https://www.stat.berkeley.edu/~yugroup/code.html

